From binary yes/no
to continuous
authentication
The rules of online identity verification change when you combine a dynamic risk
assessment and machine learning solutions. Behavioral biometrics as the missing link
to achieve a cognitive security layer.
By Ingo Deutschmann
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Big data machine learning biometrics
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Would normal end user interaction with a device or keyboard be
enough to verify the identity of a human being? Are we that unique?

The power of choice

Behavioral biometrics

friendliness, and they know that they are in a power position to

The modern end user of today has high expectations on user
Human gestures can be repeated in ways that may look
similar to the naked eye, however, when they are measured by a
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get what they want. Whenever end users are offered a choice they
will act with brutal decisiveness: One BehavioSec client operates
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This highlights the potential for user experience
successes,
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disruption of financial services is already in progress.

The BehavioSec scatter plots above before and after BehavioSec
algorithm analysis. To the left: clusters of processed end user

Risk-based authentication
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existing user interaction behavior into an additional layer of
security you have created a cognitive security solution that will

Get the right level of security, at the right time

considerably improve the security posture.

BehavioSec analyzes every session from start to finish, continuously profiling behavioral patterns. The system creates a profile
match score based on a range of factors, by comparing it to
stored results. Is this person typing as they normally do? Are they
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in a recognized location, using their usual device? This is monitored throughout the session, so that security is an ongoing
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If it is not you, then who?
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